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To all whom it may concern: 
- Be it known that I, LESTER A. WERNER, a 
citizen of the United States, residing at the 
city of New York, in the borough of Manhat 
tan and State of New York, have invented 
certain new and useful 1m rovements in 
Valve-Locking Mechanism, ofp 
lowing is a full, clear, and exact description. 
, My invention comprises means to prevent 
a watchman or janitor from looking up a 
store or building without properly turning o? 
the supply of water or gas, fastening the win 
dows, or performing any other necessary acts. 
The invention comprises, broadly, means 

for tra ping the janitor’s key to the building 
in sue a manner that'the same cannot be 
released until he has performed some re—' 
quired act or series of acts. 
More speci?cally, my invention involves 

means in connection with the valves of water 
or gas pipes to retain the key of the building 
or store, so that it becomes necessary to turn 
off the su ply of water or gas at one or more 
points be ore the keyis freed, so as to become 
available for locking the store or building. 
Furthermore, when the store or building is 
unlocked the supply of water or gas cannot 
be turned on without trapping or securing 
the key of the building, thus necessitating 
the turning off of the supply before the key 
can be used for lockingpp. 
My invention will e readily understood 

from the following description, taken in con 
nection with the accompanying drawings,’ 
wherein like reference characters refer to the 
same parts. 

Figure 1 shows three valves, one or more of 
which the janitor is required to close before 
looking the main door of the building. Fig. 
2 shows the key used for looking the building 
and also the valves. Figs. 3, 4, and 5 show 
the three valves of Fig. 1 looking upward 
from the bottom‘, valve 1 being in open posi 
tion. Fig. 6 illustrates the main key in com 
bination with the auxiliary-key mechanism. 
Fig. 7 shows valve 1 in its 0 en position and 
with the auxiliary-key mec anism of Fig. 6 
removed from casing 4. Fig. 8 shows the 
auxiliary-ke mechanism applied to the lock 
ing means i1 ustrated in Fig. 4, the same be 
ing shown with the valve in open position. 
Figs. 9, 10, and 1 1 illustrate the relations of the 
main-key and the auxiliary-key mechanism 
after one, .two, and threeunlocking move 

which the fol-' 

ments, res ectively. Fig. 12 illustrates a 
longitudina section of the auxiliary-key 
mechanism with the internal arts in eleva 
tion. Fig. 13 is a section of 'g. 12 on the 
line A A with key 22 removed. Fig. 14 is 
similar to Fig.‘ 13, but shows the main key 
inserted and turned one-sixth of arevolution, 
which corresponds to one unlockingmove 
ment. Fig. 15 is a bottom plan view of the 
device as shown in‘Fig. 12. Fig. 16 is a sec 
tion on the line B B of the device as shown in 
Fig. 12 looking upward. Fig. 17 is a section 
of the auxiliary-key mechanism at right an 
gles to the plane of the section of Fig. 12. 
Fig. 18 is a side elevation of the locking 
mechanism of valve '2 or 3. Fi . 19 is alon 
gitudinal sectional view-of the device shown 
in Fig. 18. Fig. 20 is similar to Fig. 19 with 
the internal mechanism turned one-sixth of a 
revolution or into locking position. Fig. 21 
is a view looking downward into the upper 
end‘ of the locking mechanism as shown in 
Fig. 19. Fig. 22 is a sectional view of Fig. 19 
on the line C 0 looking downward and show 
ing the locking mechanism in unlocked fposi- - 
tion. Fig. 23 is a view similar to that 0 Fig. 
22, but showing the locking mechanism .in 
locked position. 

Fig. 1 illustrates three valves, which it is 
necessary to close and look before the main 
key of the building is released in order to pre 
vent a waste of water, gas, or the like during 
the closed condition of a building. These 
devices which require 0 eration before the 
key is released to permit ocking the building 
or any other operation need not be valves, 
but may be any devices which it is desirable 
should be operated before the building is 
closed for the night. On the other hand, the 
main key to the building is required to un 
lock these valves in the morning, so that 
their closure before the buildin can be 
locked for the night is insured. Tlgie locking 
means applied'to valve 1 com rises an outer 
casing 4, rigidly attached to t e valve 1, its 
connecting-pipes, or to any other desirable 
support, sa1d casing being provided with a 
partition 5, extending across the same at 
about midway its length and rovided with a 
key-openin 6* of the sha e s own in Fig. 7. 
This partition 5 is provi ed with two lugs 7 
and 8, sixty degrees apart on its upper side, 
and 9. lug 9, adjacent to the key-opening on 
the under side. Casing 4 is provided with 
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the opening 10 to admit the perforated lug or 
keeper 11, attached to the handle of valve 1. 

Cooperating with casing 4 is the auxiliary~ 
key mechanism. ' (Shown in elevation in Fig. 
6 and in section in Figs. 12 and 17.) This 
mechanism includes an upper casing 12 and a 
lower casing 13, the latter being provided in 
its bottom with three small openings 14, 15, 
and 16, equally distant from the center and 
sixty degrees from each other. On the side 
of casing 13 near the lower end is opening 17 
for the reception of lug or keeper 11 on the 
handle of valve 1 when the said auxiliary-key 
mechanism is used in conjunction with eas 
ing 4. Directlyabove opening 17 is another 
smaller opening 18 for the reception of a lock 
ing - pin, described hereinafter. From the 
outer side of casing 13 projects a small pin 
19, adapted to cooperate with notch 20 in the 
upper edge of easing 4. Casino 12 has the 
opening 21 for the reception of key 22 at its 
upper end and is shouldered at its lower end 
to ?t within casing 13. At‘its lower end it 
also has the collar 23 on its interior, said col 
lar extending only partially around the cas~ 
ing, leaving the small gap 24. Within these 
two casings 12 and 13 is rotatably mounted 
the member 25, comprising tube 26 at its up 
er end, said tube being slotted, as at 27. 
rom the main body of member 25 extends ' 

shank 28, bearing the key-lug 29, shank 28 
extending through the lower end of casing 
13, with key-lug 29 on the outside. Extend 
ing laterally of the member 25 is the small‘ 
cylindrical chamber 30, communicating with 
the slot 31 below.‘ Reciprocating in these 
recesses and pressed outward by the spring 
32 is the catch member 33, comprising an up 
per cylindrical portion sliding in chamber 30, 
and the blade-like portion 34, working in slot 
31.‘ The‘ outer end of this catch member is 
provided with the beveled end 35 to catch in 
opening 18 in shell 13. Catch 36 is slidingly 
mounted in-member 25 and is pressed down 
ward by spring 37 to engage with its end in 
openings 14, 15, or 16 in casing 13. Member 
25 is also provided with the curved hook 38 
to lock lug or keeper 11 when the latter is 
thrust in opening 17. Slidingly mounted in 
tube 26 is plunger 40, provided at its upper 
end with the recess 41 to receive the key 22 
and with the lug 42 to cooperate with ring 23 
to keep the plunger 26 down against the pres 
sure of spring 43, which is interposed be 
tween the member 25 and the lower end of 
plunger 40. The locking means for valves 2 
and 3 are alike and similar in many respects 
to the auxiliary- key mechanism just de~ 
scribed. Each comprises a casing 44 with an 
enlarged upper end 45, separated from the 
main casing by a partition 46 with a key 
openinv 46a of the shape illustrated in Fig. 
21, said openin having two rectangular por 
tions at an ang e of sixty degrees apart. On 
the upper part of partltion 46 are two pins 
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47 and 48. Casing 44 has a partial ring 49, 
similar to ring 23, a slotted hollow cylinder 
50, main body portion 51, locking-hook 52, 
spring-pressed detent 53, spring 61, sliding 
spring-pressed plunger 54, with key-recess 
55 at its top and lug 56 at its side, all of 
which will be understood from their analogy 
to the parts of the auxiliary-key mechanism. 
Casing 44 has the opening 57 in its side to re 
ceive the locking lug or-keeper of the handle 
of valve 2 or 3 and a recess 58 to receive pin 53. 
The operation of the device is as follows: 

The watchman or janitor after unlocking the 
main door of the building, or, infact, using the 
key 22 in any other necessary manner, un— 
locks the handles of the valves, the fasteners 
of the windows, or other devices which are 
necessary for use during the day by inserting 
the key 22 in the opening 21, the auxiliary 
key mechanism 12 13, Fig. 6, having been 
left in casing 4 of valve 1 in the locking oper 
ation of the previous evening. Key 22 then 
?ts in recess 41, and the plunger 401s pressed 
downward until the lug 42, which was rest 
ing in the recess 24’, is below the lower sur~ 
face of ring 23, at which time the operator 
turns the key clockwise sixty degrees, as 
shown _.in Fig. 14. Lug 9 prevents the part 
25 from turning too far in the unlocking move 
ment by arresting the movement of key 29. 
Neither catch 35 nor 36 will stop the parts, 
because of the beveled end of the former and 
because of the pins 7 and 8, which keep catch 
36 raised. In this movement the member 25 
with its hook 38 is turned so as to release the 
ln or keeper 11 of the handle of valve 1. 
W en the key and member 25 have been 
turned sixty degrees, pin 35 jumps into hole 
18 and pin‘ 36 jum s 1nto hole 14, when the 
auxiliary~key meclianism is removed from 
casing 4, thus securely locking member 25 
and casing 13 together. Key 22 cannot now 
be withdrawn from casing 12, because its 
blade is out of alinement with the openin 21. 
Nevertheless, key 22, together with the w role 
auxiliary-key mechanism to which it is 
locked, can be removed from casing 4, key 
blade 2'9 passing through the relatively large 
opening 6. In this manner the handle of 
valve 1 is unlocked. To unlock the handle 
of valve 2, the auxiliary-key mechanism 12 13, 
with the key 22 fastened to it, as described 
above, is inserted in chamber 45, key-blade 
29 passing through opening 46“, so that key 
blade 29 is seated in recess 55. By inserting 
the key mechanism in chamber 45 in this 
manner pin 47, pressing upward on pin 36, 
and being of a len th equal to the thickness 
of chamber 13, un ocks member 25 from its 
casing 13. When key 29 is fully inserted in 
recess 55, the plunger 54 is pressed down 
ward in oppositlon to sprin 59 until lug 56 is 
below ring 49, when the w ole ke mechan~ 
ism can be turned clockwise to re ease hook 
52 from its cooperating lug or keeper, Figs. 
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19 and 22. In this operation the two keys 
22 and 28 turn as one key,member 25 rotating 
in its shell 13, the beveled catch 35 allowing 
clockwise rotation, but preventing a reverse 
movement. Hook 52 turns with ke s 22 and 
28, because catch 53 is held away om hole 
58 so lon as lug or keeper 59 is in opening 57. 
Key 22 as now been turned one hundred 
and twenty degrees relative to keyhole 21, 
Fig. 10, and is still locked therein. In this 
new position of the arts catch 36 jumps into 
hole 15 as soon as t e auxiliary-key mechan 
ism is removed from chamber 45 and catch 
53 jumps into its opening 58. The auxiliary 
key mechanism can now be removed from 
keyhole 46*‘, key-lug 29 passing through the 
other leg of the keyhole-opening. To un 
lock the handle of valve 3, similar steps are 
taken and key 22 is moved another sixty de 
grees relative to keyhole 21, Fig. 1 1, in which 
new position it cannot be removed from the 
auxiliary-key mechanism, and catch 36 is in 
hole 16. In placing this auxiliary-key mech 
anism in any of the casings 4 or 45 lug 19 00 
operates with recesses 20, 60, or 61 to insure 
proper osition of the parts. To lock the 
valve — andles, a reverse operation takes 

so all the valves which have been un 
ocked must be locked before the key is free 
for other uses. The valve-handles must be 
in their oil ositions before their locking can 
be accomplished, because it re uires the co 
operation of lugs 11 or 59 wit catches 34 
and 53 to allow parts 25 or 51 to be rotated to 
a position where the key can be removed. 
Pins 7 and 8 of easing 4, and 47 and 48 of 
casing 44, are for the purpose of unlocking 
member 25 from casing 13 by raising pin 
36, pins 7 and 47 being used when the de 
vices are being unlocked and pins 8 and 
48 when they are being locked. It will be 
noted that in unlocking valve 1 member 
25 becomes locked to casing 13 by catch 35, 
and in unlocking valve 2 member 51 is locked 
to casing 44 by catch 53, and similarly for 
valve 3. Due, however, to the beveled end 
of catch 35, member 25 can be readily turned 
clockwise whenever catch 36 is released. 
Catch 36 holds the internal parts of the aux 
iliary-key mechanism in the position to which 
they have been turned and revents the 
backward turning of key 22. T e number of 
holes 14 15 16 depends upon the number of 
valves to be operated. It will be noted that 
spring 43 operates to raise lug 42 into recess 
24 when the parts are moved to locking posi 
tion and key 22 is removed. When lug 42 is 
in this recess, the locking-hook 38 cannot be 
moved. Spring 61 erforms a'similar func 
tion with lug 56 and liook 52. It is apparent 
also that when valve 1 is locked in place its 
kee er 11 passes through both openings 10 
an 17, thus locking the auxiliary-key mech 
anism in casing 4. 

:3 

My invention is not limited to the details 
of construction herein illustrated and de 
scribed, which may be varied greatly and still 
fall within the scope of the appended claims. 
It is obvious that any number of locks and 
valves may be used with proper modi? 
cations of amount of key movement and 
the number and position of catch-holes in 
shell 13. 
What I claim as my invention, and desire 

to secure by Letters Patent of the United 
States, is 

1. A locking system comprising a plurality 
of casings or boxes arranged in proximity to 
the various electric, gas, water and other 
valves of a buildin , an auxiliary-key mech 
anism adapted to he inserted into said cas 
ings or boxes in a regular sequence or succes 
sion, whereby the various valves are looked, 
a key insertible into said auxiliary-key mech 
anism, and means wherebysaid ke is trap ed 
in said key mechanism until all 0? the va ves 
have been locked. 

2. In a locking system, a plurality of cas 
ings or boxes~ attached to the various gas, wa 
ter and electric valves of a building, an auxil 
iary-ke mechanism insertible into said cas 
ings or oxes, means whereby said valves can 
be locked by said auxiliary-key mechanism 
when it is inserted in the various valves, 8. 
key insertible into said vauxiliary-key mech 
anism, means for preventing the auxiliary 
key mechanism from operating unless sa1d 
key is so inserted, and means whereby said 
key is tra ped therein until all the valves 
have been ocked. , 

3. In a device of the character described, a 
lurality of valves, a lock for each valve, a 
ey, an auxiliary-key mechanism into which 

the key may be inserted and removed, retain 
ing means whereb each locking movement 
of the key moves t e latter a single step from 
its removable position from the auxiliary-key 
mechanism, so that as many unlocking move 
ments of the key are required as there have 
been lockin movements before the key is in 
its removabIe position. 

4. In a locking system, a plurality of cas 
ings or boxes attached to the usual valves of 
a uilding, an auxiliary-key mechanism, a 
key insertible into said auxihary-key mechi 
anism, means whereby said auxiliary-key 
mechanism is effective to unlock the various 
valves when the said key is contained there 
in, and means for trapping‘ said key therein 
until all of the various valves have been 
locked. 

In witness whereof I subscribe my signa 
ture in the presence of two witnesses. 

LESTER A. WERNER. 

Witnesses: _ 

FRANK S. OBER, 
WALDO M. CHAPIN. 
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